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Elliptic computer codes have been developed (including plot routines)
]which can be used to study the flow field in test cells and exhaust stacks and
in the augmenter tube for low thrust operation. The effects of engine-
augmenter spacing, augmienter diameter and inlet design, aft cell wall location,
test cell by-pass ratio, cell inlet conditions and stack-augmenter geometry on
the flow field and augmenter pressure rise have been calculated. The rmodels
appear to be qualitatively correct and adequate for their intended purposes
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Jet engine test cells are employed at all major Naval Air Facilities
for maintaining and testing jet aircraft engines. These cells range from
older ones which have been converted for use with newer engines at some Air
Stations to larger, relatively modern cells at major Rework Facilities.
Efficient functioning of these test cells bears directly on the Navy's ability
to maintain its aircraft and upon its relation with the surrounding community
via noise and air pollution.
A schematic of a typical test cell is shown in Fig. 1. Dimensions of a
typical cell are given in Table I.
The function of a test cell is to hou'e the jet engine while it is
being run so that adjustments may be made and the engine certified to comply
with specifications. The cell must provide a distortion free airflow to the
engine inlet and d.spose of the engine exhaust gases. Sufficient instrumenta-
tion and controls to determine engine performance and to operate the engine
are contained in the test cell. The engine may be supported from the floor
or walls, or suspended from the ceiling, but in all cases will exhaust into
an augmenter tube.
The purpose of the augmenter tube is twofold. First it dilutes the ex-
haust gas from the engine. This lowers the temperature and kinetic energy of
the exhaust gas and preserves the life of the test cell itself. This lower
temperature, lower energy gas is then exhausted to the amtusphere. The
engine/augmenter acts like a jet pumpt the high momentum of the engine exhaust
gas entering the augmenter draws secondary air (or auqmentation air)
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along with it. The ratio of augmentation (secondary) mass flow to engine
fprimary) mass flow is called augmentation ratio. This augmentation ratio
is a function of test cell design and of engine placement. The augmentation
ratio wili be sufficient to cause a pressure rise in the augmenter equal to
the pressure drops throughout the balance of the test cell.
The second function of augmentation air is to prevent ingestion of
exhaust gases into the engine inlet. A significant ingestion of exhaust
gases would seriously degrade the performance of the engine, making any adjust-
ments or evaluation of engine performance meaningless. By having the augmenta-
tion air flowing outside the engine from intake to exhaust. it is generally
assumed that there will be no racircu.ation of exhaust gases into the engine
intake.
Augmentation ratio is critical to the operation of a test ct11.
Reference 1 points out that if it is too low there is not enough augmentation
air to sufficiently cool the exhaust gases or to prevent recirculation and
ingestion of the exhaust gares into the engine inlet. If it is too high,
excessive cell depression occurs due to the large pressure losses in the flow
from intake restrictions (acoustic treatment, flow straighteners, etc.).
This cell depress.'.on may exceed the structural limits of the test cell.
Another problem which results from excessive mass flow through the test cell
is enqine inlet distortion. Efficient operation of most jet engines requires
a pressure distortion at the engine inlet of not greater than two inches of
water [ Ref. 2]. Excessive flow rates may exceed the capability of the flow
straightening devices to reduce all flow irregularities prior to reaching
the engine inlet.
• I \
Current test cell design is more an art than a science. most analytical
work that has been done for predicting the internal aerodynamics of a test
cell has been based upon simplified one-dimensional theory. Placement of
the engine relative to the augmenter tuOe is experimentally determined, for
example by using ribbons as flow field indicators to show the operator when
he is getting secondary flow from engine inlet to exhaust.
Clearly the need for a method of analyzing the internal aerodynamics in a
test cell and predicting augmentation ratio, recirculation patterns, and cell
velocity distributions is apparent. Utilization of such a method could pre-
vent costly design and construction cirors and be used to predict the ability
of a given test cell design to handle new engines of different design and flow
rate. Also, the effects of cell modification could be investigated without
major cost.
B. Pollution Aspects
For non-afterburning engines the temperature of the exhaust gases are
sufficiently low so that the chemical reactions are kinetically frozen and the
augmentation air merely dilutes the existing pollutants. In this case it is
desirable to maximize augmentation air as long as cell pressure is not reduced
too far. For example, secondary air injection into the augmenter may be advan-
tageous for dilution without adversely affecting cell pressure. Measurement of
rýollutant concentrations can be made at the engine exhaust, augmenter exhaust,
or the test cell stack exhaust. Flow field visualization (experimental and/or
analytical) would be especially helpful for determining where to measure the
pollutants and how many samples would be needed to get an accurate measure of
the total pollutants emitted. Flow field visualization would also be useful
for determining sampling procedures for particulates, which could be centri-
fuged into a non-uniform distribution due to turning and racirculation in the
flow field.
For afterburning engines the exhaust temperatures are high enough to
allow chemical reactions to occur outside the engine until the exhaust is
water-quenched, typically five to ten feet down the augmenter tube. Since
chemical reaction is continuing outside of the engine proper, the amount of
augmentatioi air and the degree to which it mixes and reacts -dith the exhaust
gases will effect the type aid amount of pollutants emitted from the test
cell. A model which could predict the augmentation ratio, extent of mixing
of the two flows and their temperatures could be used to predict pollution
levels from test cells and the optimum location for water-quenciing, or chemi-
cal treatment sy.tems within the augmenter. By utilizing the model to vary
the augmentation ratio and point at which the exhaust flow is water-quenched,
a test cell de31gn producing a minimum level of pollution could be determined.
C. Analytical Methods
The augmentation ratio can be pridlcted using one-dimensional theory
together with empirical data, such as a jet-spreading relationship for the
engine exhaust into the augmenter (Ref. 1). However, these models do not
adequately treat the effects of esigine-augmenter spacing, nor do they have the
ability to indicate whether recirculation is important withizt the test cell
and/or augmenter. In actuality, the flow is three dimensional. However,
three-dimensional models to date require excessive computer time and t4rbulence
models are inadequate. For these reasons, two-dimensional models are currently
the best compromise for analysis of the flow fields in test cells.
Steady-state flow in a test cell in some cases may be treated similarly
to flow in a pipe. Pipe flow is often analyzed assuming a twc-dimensional
boundary-layer model and solving the parabolic partial differential equations
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descri.'*ing the flow field. variables. Howevwr, this mo'!el r,2,jr-; th
be a single dominant flow direction. Tnis approach mray he b, it , i r
the flow within the augmenter since high sub sonic ve.ecitir -4 on n 1
handled and little if any recirculation regions normally ,ccur. It ,-i: -
be an effective model. for analyzing the flow into a test coll u, hich
a vertical intake or in which strong recirrulation zones exi:it.
General two-dimensional flows, (that is, flows allowin, recirculhticn
and flows without a dominant directlon), can be described by a 7ct of :*r-
order elliptic partial differential equations.. The elliptic models are well
suited for the low flow velocities found in engine! test cells. Lcvr, tz,,
are not accurate for the higher velocity engi ,e exhaust and auq1,,-nter fic,;s
except at low thrust settings.
One approach to the solution of the elliptic equations has been or(ournted
by Gosman and Spalding, et. a!. [Ref. 3 & 4]. In their method, vorticity (W)
and stream function (*) are chosen as the dependent variables de:ucribingr the
(2
cons6rvation of mass and momentum. (Chising vorticity and stream function as
dependent variables ensures that pressure is eliminated entirely frcm the
equations and that velocity is eliminated as a major factor in the equaticons.
This can provide computational advantages but often causes difficulties when
the pressure distribution needs to be accurately determined. Later metho,;
developed by Spalding, et. al. have returned to computations using t~he pri-riry
variables of pressure and velocity.
In the solution of turbulent flows a model is needed which can be ue'od
to predict the effective viscosity distribution. Two-parareter models of
turbulence (Ref. 5) currently provide reasonable methods for obtaining the
effective viscosity distribution within many geometries.
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The Jones-LAunder turbulence modcl (Refs. 4 and 5) relates the transport
properties of the fluid (effective viscosity, eff) to two dependent variables,
the turbulence kinetic-energy (KW and the turbulence-energy dissipatiin ratp
(C) through the relationship
Ueff - C1K 2/C
where K - turbulenre kinetic-energy
£ - turbulence-energy dissipation rate
p - local density
C - empirically determined coefficient
Ue ff - effective viscosity
D. Previous Investigations at NPS
In an earlier study Hayes and Netzer (Ref. 6) used the Spalding, et.al.
method for recirculating flows (Ref. 3 and 4) to study the flow field from the
engine exhaust to the augmenter exhaust. The elliptic model for axi-symmetric
flow was used iz order to study the effects of recirculating flows within the
test cell which exist near the augmenter inlet. In addition, the model was
used for studying the engine exhaust-augmenter flow for low thrust settings.
The L:,tter study wa&# -. eded to determine the effects of augmenter inlet modifi-
cations (flanges, etc.) on the augmenter pressure rise.
In some TF-41 test cells a flange has been welded onto the augmenter inlet
to restrict the f1w area. This lip on the inlet causes recirculation zones in
the entrance region of the augmenter. In the study by Hayes and Netzer it was
found that at low thrust settings the recirculation zone was of appreciable
size and was augmented by the radial inflow of the cell augmention air. At
higher augmentation ratios (more secondary air relative to exhaust gas) the
zecirculation region decreased in size. Thus, at higher thrust settings the
recirculation region can probably be neglected and the parab,1li, models can
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be properly used for tle high exhaust velocities which exist when military
thrust and/or an afterburner is employed. It was also found that the length
of the inle lip (i.e., internal diameter of the flange) had only small
effects on the shape and size of the recirculation zone within the augmenter
and on the augmenter pressure rise at low thrust 3ettings. It may have more
effect at the higher thrust settings.
Other variables considered in the study where engine-augmenter spacing
and augmenter diameter. The augmenter pressure rise was found to be quite
sensitive to augmenter kliameter, all other variables being held fixed (i.e.
augmentation ratio and diameter of the inlet lip). Increasing the diameter
increased the pressure rise within the augmenter. For engine augmenter spac-
ings of 1.5 and 2.5 ft. the augmenter pressure rise did not change appreciably.
From the study it was apparent that the recirculation zones within the
test cell (outside of the augmenter) had negligible effects on the augmenter
pressure rise. Howeever, these recirculation zones are important in determ!.ning
whether exhaust gas can be ingested into the engine inlet. In general, it was
found for idle conditions with an augmentation ratio of 0.5 that the engine
exhaust jet spread to its maximum diameter at approximately two augmenter dia-
maters from the augmenter inlet. The engine exhaust gases and the augmenta-
tion air were well mixed between 3.5 and 4 augmenter diameters from the augmenter
inlet. This was also the location to reach the maximum pressure within the
augmenter, The minimum pressure occure4 at approximately one-third of a
diameter from the auqmenter intlet.
For idle conditions and a 1.5 ft engine-augmenter separation, the augmenter
pressure rise decreased linearly from 47 pef to 36 pof as the augmentation
ratio was increased from 0.5 to 1.0.
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Several additional studies were required with the model. The effect of
moving the engine exit flush with the augmenter inlet was not deterrined.
Also, the effects of moving the aft test cell wall forward to the augmenter
inlet plane was not determined. A limitation of the initial model was that
the velocity profile within the test cell was specified at the engine-exhaust
plane. A more realistic boundary condition wuld be to specify a uniform
velocity profile in the test cell at the plane of the engine inlet.
One major limitation of the model, which results from using the trans-
formed variables of vorticity and stream-function, is the sensitivity of the
predicted pressure distribution to the stream-function (w) distribution. Very
seall changes in * can cause large errors in the predicted pressure field.
This limitation, plus the limitation of employing the elliptic equations "nly
for low subsonic Mach numbers, points to the necessity for using the parabolic
smethods and primary variables for the engine-augmenter flows at high trust
settings. However, the model does provide a valuable tool for low thrust set-
tings and for the recirculating flows within the test cell. In addition, the
model was needed to determine whether or not the recirculation zone within the
augmenter inlet could be neglected, i.e. whether or not the parabolic model
would be applicable.
Because the equations for subsonic, recirculating flows are elliptic in
nature, boundary conditions must be specified around the entire flow field.
This prohibits augmentation ratio from being a dependent vriable directly in
the analysis. The analysis is independent of the inlet/exhaust designs of a
particular test cell. However, the output data from the model can be used in
conjunction with the conservation equations for the entire tst cell to deter-
mine the augmentation ratio. The inlet/exhaust treatment deoices used in a
particular test cell will determine the closure for the compiete analysis.
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The model does have the ability to calculate the internal aercdynamics under
these restrictions. The accuracy of the model needs to be determined by
direct comparison with test cell data.
E. Present Investigation
As discussed above, several additional studies were required with the
elliptic model. The present study used the model to investigate the effects
of (a) moving the specified cell inlet velocity profile from the engine
exhaust plane to the engine inlet plane, (b) moving the augmenter forward to
be flush with the engine exhaust plane, and (c) moving the aft wall of the
test cell forward to be flush with the augmenter inlet plane.
An axi-syimetric representation of the cell inlet and test section models
the cell and engine/augmenter as three concentric pipes of differing size
(Fig. 2a). The advantage to this representation is that the size of the pipes
correspond exactly to the size of the actual components that they represent.
This allows a realistic solution of the flow field in the area of the engine
inlet and exhaust and the augmenter inlet. While the test cell has a rectangu-
lar shape, modeling this as a circular pipe should not introduce any significant
errors if the engine is not located too near the test cell floor.
The flow in test cells is generally not symmetric about its center-line.
The flow into the test cell usually enters from above and at right angles to
the test portion of the cell. Additionally, the augmenter, and therefore the
engine, are not located symetrically in the cell. Their location is typi-
cally such nearer the floor of the test cell than the ceiling.1 This lack of
1 A•Alameda and MW rowth Island test cells have the enýine/augmenter
center line five feet from the floor and thirteen feet from the ceiling.
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symmetry causes the axi-symmetric representation to be unrealistic in the areas
of the test cell inlet and exhaust stack and ignores any effects of non-
symmetrical augmenter location. Flow field visualization in these areas is of
interest for examining test cell inlet distortion and exhaust stack
velocity profiles. A meaningful gas sampling requires knowledge of the velocity
profiles unless a large number of samples can be taken across the flow field.
A two-dimensional planar representation of the test cell models it as a
series of planes, one inside the other (Fig. 2b). Thus, the engine inlet and
exhaust and the augmenter inlet can be thnught of as slots, extending the
entire width of the test cell.
If the height of the 02-D engine" is taker. as the diameter of the actual
engine, and if velocity is unchanged, then the mass f!i- rate through the
engine is not correct. Conyersely, if the mass flow rate and velocity are to
be unchanged in the 2-D model, then the engine and augmenter are repr-tsented
as extremely thin rectangular shapes in the planar model. This size d',stor-
tion of the engine and augmenter may cause the flow field in the immediate
area of the engine inlet and exhaust and augmenter inlet to be unrealistic.
This scaling will also cause some difficulties with modeling diffusion rates
since flow gradients are also distorted. Neither of the two methods is entirely
satisfactory near the Qnqine since in this region in the actual conditions
the flow transitions from planar to nearly axi-symmetric. However, the planar
model is suitable for t'he test cell inlet and exhaust stack and should yield
at least qualitative behavior in the regions near the engine.
Due to the two-dimensional limitation, both the planar and axi-synyetric
representations suffer from their inability to allow interaction of the flow
above the engine with the blow beneath the engine. The axi-symuatric
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formulation suffers from the assumption that the flow is symmetric the entire
length of the mvlel and the planar representation is limited in that once the
proportion of air flowing ber.eath the engine is specified, it cannot change.
Since the main area of interest in the present study was the flow field
for the entire test cell, and not primarily the interaction of the engine
exhaust and augmenter inlet, the planar representation was chosen for both the
inlet/test section and the exhaust stack section of the test cell. It was
also decided to keep the mass flow rates and velocities in the model equal to
those in the actual test cell. As discussed above, this necessitated the use
of an *engine" and "augmenter" with reduced height in the 2-D model.
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II METHOD OF INVESTIGATION
A. Axi-symmetric Model
The first modification to the model (Ref. 6) was to move the specified
"inlet* to the test cell. In the original model this *inlet" was located at the
engine exhaust plane &nu the cell flow velocity was assumed to increase
linearly from the ceiling to the engine wall. The *inlet" was moved to the
engine inlet plane where a uniform inlet velocity could be realistically
assumed. The results of this modification were cortpared to the earlier
results.
The modified model was then used to determine the effects of zero spacing
between the engine and augmenter on the augmenter pressure rise. In addition,
the effects of moving the aft cell wall to the plane of the augmenter inlet
were investigated.
B. 2-D Planar Model
The equations, appropriate boundary .7onditions, and solution procedures
are essentially identical to those presented in reference 6. Some changes
were required in initial conditions and relaxation pat.ameters in order to in-
sure convergence. The 2-D planar geometries employed for te test cell and
exhaust stack are presented in Figures 3 and 4 reapectively. The model was
used to study the effects of engine flow rate, augmentation ratio and augmenter
position in the exhaust stack on the flow fields within the test cell and
exhaust stack.
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III RESULTS AND DISCUSSION - AXI-SYMMETRIC MODEL
Moving the "inlet* for the model from the enqlne exhaust plane to the
engine inlet plane and changing the specified velocity profile from linearly
increasing to uniform had no appreciable effect on the flow field and pressure
rise within the augmenter. Thus, repetition of the earlier test conditions
(Ref. 6) was not necwssary.
14oving the augmenter flush with the engine exit also did not change the
augmenter pressure rise from that found with a 1.5 ft. separation. Larger
spacings (Ref. 6) were found to decrease the pr'essure rise. These results
indicate that for idle conditions, the augmenter pressure rise is only slightly
sensitive to engtne-augmenter spacing. For militAry thrust and/or afterburner
conditions (to be studied using the parabolic model) it would be expected
that engine-augmenter spacing would have a much larger affect on augmenter
pressure rise.
Test c•all design may affect augmenter pressure rise and exhaust gas
recirculation. BMo ver, moving the aft test cell wall forward to the augmenter
inlet plane did not chaige the augmenter pressure rise (for idle conditions and a
0.5 augmentation ratio) and changed the recirculation regions oniy slightly
near the augmenter inlet.
The primary value of the axi-symmetric model is that it can be u'ed to
realistically study the affects of augmenter inlet design and test cell •'._-
on the recirculation within the test cell and on the augmenter pressure rise.
The major weaknesses of the model are (a) it is limited to low subsonic engine
16
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exhaust velocities, (b) -ires:;'ire riLse calculations are very sensitive to the
stream-function soluticn, and (c) non a 1-vTetric flc;3 (cell-stack intcr-
section, engine location within thi tesit cell, etc.) cannot be c2dcquately
investigated.
The restriction to lcw s'be3onic velocities results from the use of
elliptic equations. Since the recirculation zones (boti, 'ithin t-he test cell
and augmenter) were found to have only a small affect on augm=enter prev-ure
rise, parabolic equations can he utilized to investigate the affect of high
subsonic to sonic engine exit velocities on augmenter pressure rise and mixing.
This work is currently being conducted. 1he solution to the second problem
can be obtained by returning to the primary variables of velocity and pressure
rather than using the transformed variables of vorticity and stream function.
Future investigations will be directed toward this approach. The third problem
cannot be handled with an axi-symmetric model. It was for this reason that
the 2-D planar study was made.
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IV. THE 2-D PLANAR MODEL
A. Cell Geometry
The solution procedure utilizes a variable grid size. It was desirable
to space the grid closely together in areas where the flow field was expected
to bo changing significantly and gradients would be high. These areas are
near boundaries and around the engine exit and augmenter inlet. In other
regions the grid size was allowed to expand, reducing the total number or
grid points and thus conserving computer time without sacrificing accuracy.
The entire teAt cell was determined to be too large and unwieldy to
model in one program. Thus, it was divided into two areas of interest, the inlet
and test portion of the cell and the exhaust portion of the cell.
The inlet and test portion of the cell, hearafter referred to as the
cell test area, was taken as the rectangular area from and including the test
cell inlet to the far wall enclosing the augmenter tube (Fig. 3). This allowed
study of the flow into the test cell, as it made a right-angle turn, as well as
the flow around the engine and augmenter. In this study the flow field was
not calculated in the augmenter itself.
The exhaust stack of the test cell was considered tc be the rectangular
area of the actual exhaust stack (Fig. 4). The flow was not calculated in the
augmenter tube. The velocity profile -.as assumed uniform at the augmenter tube
exit. This study ignored the presence of any acoustic baffles or air pollution
devices in the exhaust stack.
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B. Parametric Study
The computer modelz were used to study the large test cells at the Naval
Air Rework Facility, Alameda (Table I). The flow rates knd basic augmentation
ratio used were for the Al-ison TF-41 turbo-fan eagine. The engine flow rates
and temperatures are given in Table 1I. A simmary of rurs made and parameters
varied is given in Table III.
1. Model Parameters
The sensitivity of the model to various assumptions was investigated
first. Three initial runs (01. J3. J4) "*re made to which all additional runs
could be compared.
(a) Auguenter Inlet Velocity Profile
The effect of different velocity profiles in the augmenter intake
was investigated hy fixing the velocity profile rather than letting the program
calculate it. The first profile (runs Gl, G4O investigated was that obtained
experimentally in a study by Bailey (Ref. 1). The second profile (runs Rd, 19)
assumed was plug flow.
(b) Stre•a Function On Engine Walls
In a 2-0 planar model, the amount of flow under and over the engine
must be specified. Since this was an arbitrary selection, four runs (I1, 12,
13, 14) were made varying the percent of augmentation air mass flow below the
engine from 1.6% to 36%. Twenty-six percent corresponded to uniform flow.
(c) Inlet Turbulence Level
Turbulence kinetic-energy at the cell Wnlet and the engine exhaust
was increased by a factor of 25. These runs (Ll, L2) were cunducted at both
idle and military thrust.
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(d) C 1 7 t A'' r i t-rtrt on Patio
'i2 ffect of auc,,,-:taticn ratio on cell flow patterns and recircu-
ati-n ••re inw•tiqat•:d, Plun:] ware r•ade at auyý.,ontation racios of 0.25
(?t, K4), 0.5(:[2, 115) and 1.0 (Jl, J4) at idle thzist mnd at military thrust.
A sinnale run (K3) at idle tlrut and an auq'.entation ratio of 1.5 was also made.
(e) C> • .. trvi
In -e cell e':haust area, three runs (A2, A3, A4) were made with the
au-7-nter tube flush with the o~dhau:3t stack wall at different power settings.
The auc-enter tube w:.as then extended four feet into the exhaust stack and
three additional runs (C2, C3, C4) were made at the equivalent power settings.
C~c:-et~r{ was not varied for the celi test area.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION - 2-D PLANAR MODEL
A. General Discussion
For each run the distribution of stream function was punched on IBM
cards. They were then run through a subroutine which converted the results
from the non-uniform grid of the program to a uniform grid suitable for
plotting by the NPS Computer Library Routine, CONTUR. The graphs are dis-
torted by a doubling of the height in order to display the flow field more
clearly.
In each graph of stream function distribution ten streamlines (lines of
con3tant stream function) evenly spaced across the cell inlet were plotted.
Using the same spacing an additional two streamlines below the lowest value
at the cell inlet and four streamlines above the highest value of the cell
inlet were plotted. These allowed display of zones of recirculation.
Plotting the same number of streamlines uniformly spaced in each case facili-
tated comparison among the plots. In the cell test area an additional two
streamlines, those which were specified on the upper and lower engine walls,
were plotted.
The flow field displayed in Figures 5 through 22 are for the cell test
area. The flow enters the test cell from above and smoothly turns to parallel
the cell floor and ceiling. An area of recirculation forms in the lower left-
hand corner. Midway between the cell inlet and engine inlet the flow is
uniform across the cell. The engine then draws flow into its inlet and the
augmentation flow is drawn intr the augmenter. This causes small areas of
recirculation on the cell walls above and below the engine intake.
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As the flow nears the augmenter intake it "necks down" further tutil it is
entrained with the engine exhaust in the augmenter. Due to viscous forces
on the neighboring air, an area of recirculation is formed above and below the
augmenter intake. Above the augmenter inlet there is normally just one large
recirculation zone. Below the inlet there are three zones. The first is
fairly strong and directly below the intake. The second and third are weak,
and continue back to the right-hand wall.
In all instances the streamlines behaved in a reasonable manner and in
general agreed with what was expected. The effect of the cell inlet flow and
the effect of placing the engine/augmenter nearer one wall than another could
be seen in the recirculation patterns.
In the case of the exhaust stack the streamlines show (Figures 23-28)
two large recirculation zones on either side of the high velocity inlet stream.
The flow turns to become parallel to the stack walls. The flow across the
stack exit plane is non-uniform and in all cases the exit velocity is approxi-
mately 800 higher near the outer (lower" in the figures) wall than the inner.
Diffusion causes exhaust gases to enter the recirculation zones above
and below the augmenter inlet. Convection in the recirculation zones carries
the exhaust gases to the forward portion of the recirculation region. From
this point the exhaust gases may again diffuse forward in the cell.
Calculations were made for the distribution of engine exhaust gas within
the test cell. Although the qualitative behavior of the mass-fraction distri-
bution was reasonabla, the quantitative values were not. The source of this
error appears to lie in the choice of the planar geometry to model the test cell.
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Since it was decided to size components to maintain the proper mass flow
ratios and velocities of a test cell, the dimensions of the engine/augmenter
had to be severely reduced in the planar representation. This, toqether
with the use of only three grid points in the engine exit plane, resulted in
the gradients of the variables being extremely and unnAturally high in the
region of the engine exhaust/augmenter inlet. TR*se high gradients caused
unrealistically high diffusive transport in tie program. For these reasons,
the mass fraction disttibutibns are not presented..
B. Specific Parametric Results
1. Engine Power Settings
Comparing Figs. 5, 6, and 7, little change is noted urntil 100% RPM is
reached. At 100% the recirculation region has moved forward and would cause
increased exhaust gas ingestion (for fixed augmentation ratio). In actual opera-
tion augmentation ratio would increa3e with RPM if the engine-augmenter spacing
remained constant. Since the results for 90% and idle RPM were nearly idezi-
cal, only 100% and idle RPM were examined in subsequent comparisons.
2. Augmenter Inlet Velocity Profile
Figures 5 and 7 (augmenter velocity profile calculated), 8 and 9 (experi-
mental augmenter velocity profile) and 10 and 11 (plug flow) show the effect
of the assumed augmenter inlet velocity profile on numerical results. At idle
thrust all three cases produced similar flc-- distribution. At military thrust
the two fixed profile cases rei.-ained similar, not only to each other but also
to their idle thrust distributions, However, the calculated velocity profile
case showed a larger and stronger upper recirculation zone.
Cell inlet flow fields were nearly identical for the three cases at each
irW. setting.
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3. Stream F'znction on Engine Walls
(a) Idle Thrust (Figs. 5, 12 and 141
The recirculation zones above and below the engine were the main
differences in these runs. With increasing specified flow above the engine
the recirculation zone there got smaller and less intense, However, reducing
recirculation on qne side of the engine/augmenter merely increased it on the
other.
(b) Military Thrust (Figs. 7, 13 and 15)
In the case of military thijzt both increasing and decreasing the
mass flow beneath the engine resulted in an increase in size and intensity
of the recirculation zones both above and below the engine.
4. Inlet Turbulence
(a) Idle Thrust
Increasing the turbulent kinetic-energy at the cell inlet and the
engine exhaust had little effect on the cell inlet area (see Figs. 5 and 16)
but decreased the size and intensity of the recirculation zones around the
engine/augmenter somewhat.
(b) Military Thrust
In this case (Figs. 17 and 22) increasing turbulent kinetic-energy
caused the size of the recirculation zone in the cell inlet to be reduced
considerably. The size and intensity of the recirculation zones above and
below the angine/augmenter were also reduced, a ias the case at idle thrust.
These results indicate that flow conditioning within the cell inlet
stack and the turbulence level in the engine exhaust can affect exhaust gas




For augmentation ratios of 1.0 and 1.5 at idle thrust (Figs. 5 and 20)
there was little difference in the flow field. The intensity and forward
limits of the r"circulation zones were similar, although their shapes were
di fferent.
When augmentation ratio was reduced to .5 (Fig. 19), the recirculation
zone increased considerably in intensity and moved fox-ward significantly,
especially above the engine. This would increase the level of exhaust gas
ingestion into the engine intake.
Further reduction in augmentation ratio to .25 (Fig. 18) resulte'
in the recirculation zone moving further firward to such an extent that i
second upper recirculation zone was formed.
(b) Military Thrust
As the augmentation ratio was lowered from 1.0 to .5 at milita-I,
thrust (Fig. 7, and 22) the intensity of the recirculation zones increased
and they moved slightly forward. With an augmentation ratio of .25 (Fig. 21),
there was a further forward movement of the recirculation zones.
Qualitatively the model indicated there is a possibility of excessive
exhaust gas ingestion at low augmentation ratios with existing cell ensigns.
6. Geometry of Augeenter in Exhaust Stack (Wigs. 23-28)
There was little difference among the plots. The high inlet velocity tended
to maintain itself until at least halfway across the stack. Thus, the presence
of the augmenter tube extending into the cell had little effact on the overall
pattern in the exhaust stack. This was true for all power settings from idle




Two elliptic models have been developed for flow field analysis of
turbojet test cells. The models provide valuable tools to aid in test cell
design and modification as often required for adaptation to new engines and
for pollution control. The models can be used for prediction of the effects
of many engine test conditions and cell geometries on the velocity and pres-
sure fields and the exhaust gas distribution. Within the augmenter tube
the models are limited to low subsonic flows because of the elliptic nature
of the equations. The models yield results which are in qualitative agree-
ment with experiment. Quantitative model verification is required. The
m dels are two-dimensional, as as such, cannot be used to evaluate three
dimensional phenomena such as the interaction of flow below the engine with
that above the engine.
B. Ax-symetric Model
The axi-sym.etric model has been employed to examine the effects (at
low engine thrust) of engine-augmenter spacing, augmenter diameter and inlet
construction, aft cell wall location, and test cell by-pass ratio on the
velocity, temperature, mass fraction and pressure distributiors within the
test cell and augmenter tube.
Augmenter inlet modifications (such as flanges, etc.) were found to
affect the flow field within the augmenter for low thrust, low augmentation
conditions. At higher augmentation ratios the effects are significantly
reduced. Augmenter pressure rise was sensitive to augmenter diameter but
was rather insensitive to engine-augmenter spacing for low thrust conditions.
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Aft test cell wall location affects the recirculating flow regions in
the test cell which may affect exhaust gas ingestion at low cell augmenta-
tion ratios. However, the aft wall location did not significantly affect
the augmenter pressure rise.
At low thrust settings the engine exhaust and augmentation air were
well-mixed at 3.5-4 augmenter diameters within the tube and the augmenter
pressure rise peaked at this location. The minimum pressure occurred at
approximately 0.3 augmenter diameters within the tube. Augmenter tube modi-
fications may be possible which utilize secondary air ingestion to quench or
dilute the exhaust gases with mininum -ffect on the cell augmentation ratio.
The predicted augmenter pressure rise was insensitive to the specified
test cell inlet velocity profile and to the location of the "inlet" to the
cell.
C. 2-D Planar model
The 2-D planar model has been used to examine the effects of engine
location, cell inlet conditions, and exhaust stack-augmenter geometry on the
flow field.
For the cell flow velocities investigated (four ft./sec. to 16 ft./sec.)
there is apparently little need for turning vanes or flow straightening de-
vices in the cell test area itself in order to achieve a uniform flow field
prior to the engine intake. However, cell inlet turbulence was found to con-
siderably affect the size and intensity of recirculating flows within the
test cell. The model also indicated that there is the possibility of appre-
ciable exhaust gas ingestion at the low thrust, low cell augmentation ratio
conditions in existing test cells.
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The call exhaust stack velocity was found to be very non-uniform,
suggesting that care must be used in sampling for particulates in the exhaust
stack exit plane. The distance that the augnenter tube extended into the ex-
haust stack had little affect on the exhaust plene velocity field.
D. Future Work
The models appear to be adequate for their intended purposes but model
verification is required. In addition, the augmenter tube flow field and
pressure rise calculations need to be performed for the high thrust/after-
burning conditions. For these reasons current work is being done in both
experimental and analytical areas.
A one-eighth scale test cell is being constructed which can be utilized
to validate/improve models and to perform basic studies to determine the
effects of test cell/augmenter design and engine operating conditions on the
quantity and distribution of exhaust stack pollution. The test cell will
also provide an inexpensive means for evaluating new pollution control and
measurement methods.
A parabolic model is also being developed which can be used to analyze
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TABLE I










distance from floor 5.0'
distance from walls 12.0'
Augmentor:




length (including bellmouth) 17.25'
bellmouth diameter 3.75'
engine diameter 3.1
exhaust plane diameter 2.1
Distance from engine exhaust plane






distance from floor 8.0
distance from walls 9.0
Augmentor:





RPM Setting Turbine Outlet Exhaust Plane Mass Flow
Temperature OR Temperaturc OR lbm/sec
100% 1524 1001 263
90% 1362 924 200
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FIGURE 2a. AXI-SY!mUETRIC REPRESEtUTATION 
OF ENGINE/AUGMENER
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